The Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Mobile Phones to My Life

What’s the necessary thing in our daily lives? If someone asks me this question, I would like to say cell phone.

Today, cell phones are very common in our daily lives. I like using mobile phones because cell phones make me more convenient in communication. It’s easy to catch up with others.

In school, the children also use a lot of cell phones. As a young man, I prefer to use internet to chat others by cell phones. For example, qq, weibo, wechat, fetion and so on. It becomes the most popular way to communicate with each other. It is fashionable.

In work place, cell phones can effectively help me make my business. First, I am using cell phones to accept orders from the boss when the boss is not in the office. Second, I can use cell phones to call some service from the companies. Third, when I am dissatisfied with the services or goods, I can also use cell phones to complain. Using cell phones is very efficiency for the business.

In family, cell phone also helps family members’ communications. Cell phones are easy to call someone at anytime and anywhere. For instance, if I want to talk with my mother at once, using cell phones is the good choice. Through using cell phone, I can find my family member immediately.

In addition, I can use the cell phone messages to leave the information what I
want to say. Using cell phones is a convenient way to contact with others. It takes less
time for communication.

Now, almost everyone has a cell phone. In fact, I feel that I cannot live without
cell phones in our modern society. Cell phones are improving the standard of our lives
right now.

However, just as everything has two sides, cell phones necessarily also harbor
disadvantages.

I find that more and more people always operate cell phone, when a group of
friends get together in real life. At a party, some people will obsessively check for
missed calls, emails and texts, but cell phone does not ring. Some people will
recharge cell phone without stop, because they constantly play mobile phone games.
The others will be unable to go to the bathroom without taking the phone in with
them.

Leave the cell phone is not only a few people unable to move, this "no phone
anxiety disorder" are required to arouse vigilance. We seem to have an inability to
ever turn our phone off.

If we become too reliant on the use of cell phones, our face to face skills may
decline. That is terrible. Virtual space will replace candid face-to-face exchanges.
This is not the invention of cell phone.